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Cost Savings Solutions
Sustainability

Floor-Mark® Symbols

Smart Floors Drive Efficiency & Productivity

5S & Lean environments use color-codes,
floor graphics, visual aids and signs to promote
safety and increase productivity. Questions,
time spent searching, transportation and
defects are all reduced as a result of visual
communication. Far more effective than
just a sign on a wall.

Floor-Mark pre-cut symbols are available in a
variety of colors, sizes, and graphic shapes: circles,
squares triangles, arcs, arrows, corners, Ts, Xs,
footprints, and more...

Many standard shapes are available!

> Unique Pressure Sensitive Adhesive

How “Smart” are Your Floors?
> Low profile to eliminate tripping hazards
> Graphic images are more noticeable than words
> Combine with Standard or High Performance
Floor-Mark tape to added visual renforcement

visualworkplaceinc.com / (877) 523-4088
Contact Sales for a PRODUCT DEMO, SAMPLES OR QUOTE

info@visualworkplaceinc.com
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Floor-Mark® Symbols

Customization

Floor-Mark® Symbols come in many standard shapes, as well as custom shapes.
Sold in sets with no minimum order quantities, and available in multiple sizes.
Don’t settle for a product that almost works! Let our team help you decide what would work best for your company.
One step application - Peel & Stick.

Floor-Mark® Symbol Customer Favorites:

Combine Symbols
for more options

Corners

614
Green

Footprints

618
Yellow

634
Blue

Xs

623
Red

628
Orange

Arrows

603
Black

Visit our website for complete list of Floor-Mark® Symbols.
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Works with High Performance Floor-Mark® Tape
Floor-Mark High Performance was designed to withstand tough
conditions, outperform paint and is the optimal choice for industrial
workplaces. Floor-Mark High Performance uses an armor like
adhesive that provides long lasting performance, yet has the
flexibility to conform to uneven surfaces.
®

®

Size

Item Number

2” x 100”

25-300-2100-(+ color code)

3” x 100”

25-300-3100-(+ color code)

4” x 100”

25-300-4100-(+ color code)

601 White

614 Green

618 Yellow

623 Red

634 Blue

Visit our website for complete list of Floor-Mark® products.

Contact Sales for a PRODUCT DEMO, SAMPLES OR QUOTE

Let us help you with your project today!
Our goal is to make your experience extraordinary. Our
mission is to provide you with the highest quality products,
services and expertise that will keep you coming back!

Visualize. Improve. Sustain.
visualworkplaceinc.com / (877) 523-4088

info@visualworkplaceinc.com

